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YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ (FPC) is a coherent literacy system for prekindergarten 

through grade 6 that is based on responsive teaching using an inquiry-rich, multi-text 

approach across multiple instructional contexts.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ stands apart from reading programs in its commitment 

to the following principles:

A first-of-its-kind system for high-quality, 
classroom-based literacy instruction

PRINCIPLES OF FOUNTAS & PINNELL CLASSROOM™

1 INSTRUCTIONAL COHERENCE 
While the benefits of the whole are inherent in each of the parts, Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™ is designed as a coherent system. Each instructional context in the system is 
reciprocally connected to the others, improving student outcomes and creating equitable 
literacy opportunities for all students. The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum serves as 
the instructional anchor for every lesson, goal, and book in FPC. 

2 RESPONSIVE TEACHING
The moment-to-moment instructional decisions that teachers make, based on their 
observations and analysis of students’ learning behaviors, are honored and supported in 
Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. In this system, you teach individual readers, not a program. 
Consider each lesson a blueprint for instruction to best support the learners in the 
classroom.

3 MULTI-TEXT APPROACH
Books, lots of authentic books, are at the heart of Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™: exciting 
books to stir imagination; challenging books to lift every reader; and diverse books to 
expand readers’ knowledge of the world. Every book in FPC is carefully written or selected 
to support an instructional context.

4 STUDENT INQUIRY
Children are curious. Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ allows children’s curiosity to propel 
authentic learning and discovery. As children think across texts, they pursue lines of inquiry 
that interest and engage them as learners, and build knowledge of different topics and 
themes across a range of disciplines.

5 LANGUAGE-BASED
Reading is thinking grounded in text. Students’ talk reflects their thinking. Fountas & 
Pinnell Classroom™ is rich with robust opportunities for varied talk structures within each 
instructional context.

6 TEACHER EXPERTISE
Your knowledge of your students informs responsive teaching. The extensive professional 
learning tools woven into the system help educators develop their craft, strengthen 
instructional decision-making, and deliver high-impact literacy instruction.

INTRODUCING
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YOUR CLASSROOM is a place where students learn how to read, write, and expand all of their 

language skills, but it is much more.  It is a place where they learn how to be confident, 

self-determined, curious, kind, and literate members of a community. 

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ provides the opportunity  for students to: 

•  see themselves reflected in the books they read and write about 

• grow as thoughtful users of literacy 

• engage in real reading, writing, and thinking 

and for teachers to: 

• work at the cutting edge of students’ learning 

• support independence and student agency 

•  understand the critical role of responsive teaching in leading literacy learning forward.

GUIDED READING

BOOK CLUBS

PHONICS/
WORD STUDY

SHARED READINGINDEPENDENT READING

INTERACTIVE 
READ-ALOUD

READING 
MINILESSONS

Lift students’ learning beyond  

the walls of the classroom with 

texts and a blueprint for teaching.
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Instruction in 
Your Fountas 
& Pinnell 
Classroom™
Comprehensive 
resources for a 
systematic approach 
to literacy learning

Ignite learning with thousands 
of student texts, lessons, and 
resources within these major 
instructional contexts:

WHOLE-GROUP TEACHING
1. Interactive Read-Aloud

2. Shared Reading

3. Reading Minilessons

4. Phonics, Spelling, and  
Word Study

SMALL-GROUP TEACHING
5. Guided Reading

6. Book Clubs/Literature 
Discussion

INDEPENDENT LEARNING
7. Independent Reading

EACH GRADE LEVEL (K–6)  
ALSO INCLUDES:
• Essential Questions and 

Inquiry-Based Learning 
Opportunities

• Professional Learning Tools

• Writing About Reading

• Interactive Writing

• Shared Writing

• Assessment

• Digital Resources

EFFECTIVE READING INSTRUCTION involves a 

combination of powerful instructional settings. This 

sampler focuses on INDEPENDENT READING, 
which takes place during independent literacy time. 

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent 

Reading Collections are made up of carefully 

curated children’s books that enable children to 

learn more about themselves as readers and to 

connect to the lives of others and their world.

INDEPENDENT  
READING
A carefully curated collection of 
authentic children’s literature 
that provides the opportunity for 
students to develop tastes as 
readers and to read a large number 

of self-selected books independently. With accompanying 
conferring cards, you can make specific teaching points in 
brief conferences that lead the individual reader forward.

• 150 titles per grade K–2 • Conferring card per title

• 200 titles per grade 3–6

CONTEXT IN FOCUS
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GUIDED READING
The most powerful and 
engaging authentic, 
original books to build 
each student’s ability to 
process increasingly chal-
lenging texts with fluency 
and comprehension. Build 
a rich guided reading 
collection over time with:

• 1,300 titles spanning 
grades K–6

• Lesson folder per title

SHARED READING
An exquisite collection of 
original texts (enlarged, 
accompanying small 
versions, and audio books) 
that nurture students’ abil-
ities to construct meaning 
in a supported context so 
they can enjoy reading and 
learn critical concepts of 
how texts work.

• 200 titles with lesson folder 
and audiobook per title 
spanning grades PreK–3

• Specific enlarged text 
opportunities for shared 
and performance reading 
in IRA, GR, and BC lessons 
per grade 4–6

INTERACTIVE 
READ-ALOUD
A collection of the very 
best age-appropriate, 
grade-appropriate trade 
books to promote the joy 
of reading, expand vocab-
ulary, and nurture the 
ability to think, talk, and 
write about texts that fully 
engage students’ interest.

• 120 titles per grade PreK–6

• Lesson folder per title

•  Inquiry Overview Card per 
text set

READING  
MINILESSONS
The Reading Minilessons 
Book provides brief, 
focused and practi cal 
whole-class lessons on 
the topics of Management, 
Literary Analysis, 
Strategies and Skills, and 
Writing About Reading.

• One book of  
minilessons  
per grade  
K–6

PHONICS,  
SPELLING, AND 
WORD STUDY
Explicit lessons for whole-
group instruction and 
small-group application 
that help students explore, 
attend to, learn about, and 
efficiently use sounds, 
letters, and words.

• 100 lessons per grade K–3

• 105 lessons in grade 4

• Lesson folder per lesson

• In development for 
grades 5 and 6

BOOK CLUBS/ 
LITERATURE 
DISCUSSION
An authentic opportunity 
to bring students together 
for in-depth discussion of a 
captivating trade book they 
have read in order to extend 
thinking and learn about 
themselves as readers.

• 32 titles per grade K–3

• 48 titles per grade 4–6

• Discussion card per title

• Inquiry Overview Card per 
text set

Independent reading is only one instructional context that 

contributes to a student’s literacy growth. Explore the other FPC 

instructional contexts at www.fountasandpinnell.com/fpc



Opportunities for Independent 
Reading in the Classroom

• Self-select books to read  
from the classroom library

• Revisit books read during 
Interactive Read-Aloud

• Revisit books read during 
Shared Reading

• Reread books read  
during Guided Reading

• Read interactive writing,  
shared writing, and poems 
displayed in the room

The classroom environment helps transform 

learning—where the walls fade away to a 

world of opportunity beyond.
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Interactive 
Read-Aloud

Shared  
Reading

Guided 
Reading

Independent 
Reading

Book Clubs

Low 
Teacher 
Support

Low 
Student 
Control

High 
Teacher 
Support

High 
Student 
Control

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

Independent Reading — a transition of control

A Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ becomes a space 
where learning comes alive—a space where books 
propel students’ learning and high-impact teaching 
increases the efficiency and effectiveness of 
instruction.

The design of the classroom supports the building 
of community. Preparing your Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™ means taking into account whole-group, 
small-group, and independent learning that, with 
high-impact teaching, enable students to:

• grow as thoughtful users of literacy

• see themselves reflected in the books they read 
and write about

• learn how to be confident, curious, kind, and literate 
members of a community.

Create a literacy learning environment rich with opportunity

Independent reading enables students 
to apply and extend what they have 
learned in every other area of literacy 
learning within Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™. 

Books, lots of authentic books, are 
at the heart of Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™. Every book is carefully 
crafted or selected to support an 
instructional context to engage 
students in reading, writing, thinking, 
and talking with varied levels of 
teacher support. Vary your support 
from high to low depending on the 
level of control children demonstrate 
in relation to a text.

NURTURE INDEPENDENCE
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Texts and Instruction for Independent Reading

Promote lifelong reading habits with 
books that are worthy of student CHOICE 
Independent Reading offers children the chance to read, enjoy, and interact with 
texts that they choose  in order to gain “mileage” as readers. These collections 
were curated to provide high-quality trade books that help students explore 
their interests, flourish as readers, and develop the ability to independently read 
increasingly challenging texts.

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading Collections include 150 
trade titles per grade K–2 and 200 trade titles per grade 3–6 that can be used 
to begin, or augment, your classroom library. Each book has been carefully 
selected to ensure that the collection is appropriate and engaging, and 
represents a diverse range of experiences and cultures. The collection includes 
a conferring card for each independent reading book. Through individual 
conferences teachers can observe and extend children’s understanding of the 
text as well as support their thinking.

n   Independent learning

n   During independent reading, children read books of their choosing. Minilessons, 
brief conferences, and opportunities to share ideas 
support children’s learning

n   Texts are generally at a child’s 
independent reading level

n   Children share their thinking 
through discussion and 
writing

n   Teaching occurs in brief 
conferences that support 
children’s thinking.

BENEFITS OF 
INDEPENDENT  
READING  

Through independent 
reading, children can:

 y Learn to exercise choice 
in selecting texts.

 y Learn about themselves 
as readers.

 y Gain ”mileage” as 
readers.

 y Engage in fluent 
reading daily.

 y Develop the habit of 
spending time reading.

 y Develop their own 
preferences for books, 
genres, and authors.

 y Connect to the lives of 
others and their world.

 y Engage in meaningful 
conversation.

 y Become part of a 
community of readers.

Independent Reading At A Glance

Independent Reading
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A place for everything
Your Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ stays organized in functional, 
durable containers. Appealing books are on display for students to 
select and read independently. 

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

RESOURCES

Put  
Independent 
Reading
into
Action
There is no 
sequence of books 
for Independent 
Reading, as 
students select 
books based 
on CHOICE and 
individual interests. 

Get to know 
children's reading 
interests during 
the first week of 
school, conduct 
reading interviews 
to learn about 
children's reading 
attitudes, habits, 
and interests. Their 
responses will 
help you support 
genuine student 
choice.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™  
Independent Reading Collection Guide 
A brief guide that provides an overview of the 
components and implementation of the FPC 
Independent Reading Collection. 

Independent Reading Books
A carefully curated collection of authentic children’s 
literature that provide the opportunity for students 
to develop tastes as readers and to read a large 
number of self-selected books independently. 

Independent Reading Conferring Cards
Conferring cards for each title, plus genre-based 
prompting cards to make specific teaching points 
in brief conversations that lead individual readers 
forward.

FPC Independent Reading Online Resources
The resources needed for each independent 
reading conference, including:

• Conferring Card

• Video Library

Guide Books Conferring Cards Access

Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™ 
Independent 

Reading Collection 
Guide

Carefully curated collection of  
exquisite trade titles 

• 150 titles per grade K–2 

• 200 titles per grade 3-6

• Conferring Card 
per title

• Genre-based 
prompting cards

Online access to 
resources by title

Online Resources

Fountas & Pinnell

n     COMPANION RESOURCES ALSO AVAILABLE

Continue to grow your classroom library with Fountas & Pinnell SELECT 
collections and Fountas & Pinnell Choice Libraries. See page 21 for details.

n     READER'S NOTEBOOKS

The Reader's Notebook is a tool for reflection and a way for children to 
share and explain personal reactions, questions, and interpretations of the 
books they read. See page 21 for more detail.
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Collection Guide
Independent Reading

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM™
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Collection Guide
Independent Reading

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM™

Collection Guide
Independent Reading
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Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM™

Promote lifelong reading habits with books that are 
worthy of student CHOICE

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading Collection Guide 
provides detailed information about the Independent Reading Collection to 
support the implementation of this instructional context in your classroom. 
It includes:

   A list of the Independent Reading Collection books, organized  
alphabetically by title

   A walkthrough of the instructional design of the Conferring Cards 
that accompany each book 

   Ideas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the 
Independent Reading Collection into action in your classroom

   Guidance for assessing students’ learning

   A list of resources for learning more about independent reading.

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

Collection Guide
Independent Reading

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 

Independent Reading Collection Guide

RESOURCES IN THE INDEPENDENT READING COLLECTION

   200 Independent Reading Books

   200 Independent Reading Conferring Cards, plus genre-
based Prompting Cards

   Access to Online Resources

Companion Resources  
Also Available

   Reader’s Notebook

   Fountas & Pinnell SELECT

   Fountas & Pinnell Choice 
Libraries

www.fountasandpinnel l .com

Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing all of 
the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts to create a 
complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of literacy education. 
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Promote lifelong reading habits with books that are 
worthy of student CHOICE

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading Collection Guide 
provides detailed information about the Independent Reading Collection to 
support the implementation of this instructional context in your classroom:

   A list of the Independent Reading Collection books, organized  
alphabetically by title

   A walkthrough of the instructional design of the Conferring Cards 
that accompany each book 

   Ideas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the 
Independent Reading Collection into action in your classroom

   Guidance for assessing children’s learning

   A list of resources for learning more about independent reading

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

Collection Guide
Independent Reading

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 

Independent Reading Collection Guide

RESOURCES IN THE INDEPENDENT READING COLLECTION

   150 Independent Reading Books

   150 Independent Reading Conferring Cards, plus genre-
based Prompting Cards

   Access to Online Resources

Companion Resources  
Also Available

   Reader’s Notebook

   Fountas & Pinnell SELECT

   Fountas & Pinnell Choice 
Libraries
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780325 0985939

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-09859-3

www.fountasandpinnel l .com

Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing all of 
the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts to create a 
complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of literacy education. 

Promote lifelong reading habits with books that are 
worthy of student CHOICE

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading Collection Guide 
provides detailed information about the Independent Reading Collection to 
support the implementation of this instructional context in your classroom:

   A list of the Independent Reading Collection books, organized  
alphabetically by title

   A walkthrough of the instructional design of the Conferring Cards 
that accompany each book 

   Ideas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the 
Independent Reading Collection into action in your classroom

   Guidance for assessing children’s learning

   A list of resources for learning more about independent reading

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

Collection Guide
Independent Reading
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The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 

Independent Reading Collection Guide

RESOURCES IN THE INDEPENDENT READING COLLECTION

   150 Independent Reading Books

   150 Independent Reading Conferring Cards, plus genre-
based Prompting Cards

   Access to Online Resources

Companion Resources  
Also Available

   Reader’s Notebook

   Fountas & Pinnell SELECT

   Fountas & Pinnell Choice 
Libraries

780325 0985799

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-09857-9

www.fountasandpinnel l .com

Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing all of 
the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts to create a 
complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of literacy education. 

Promote lifelong reading habits with books that are 
worthy of student CHOICE

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Independent Reading Collection Guide 
provides detailed information about the Independent Reading Collection to 
support the implementation of this instructional context in your classroom:

   A list of the Independent Reading Collection books, organized  
alphabetically by title

   A walkthrough of the instructional design of the Conferring Cards 
that accompany each book 

   Ideas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the 
Independent Reading Collection into action in your classroom

   Guidance for assessing children’s learning

   A list of resources for learning more about independent reading

Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

Collection Guide
Independent Reading

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 

Independent Reading Collection Guide

RESOURCES IN THE INDEPENDENT READING COLLECTION

   150 Independent Reading Books

   150 Independent Reading Conferring Cards, plus genre-
based Prompting Cards

   Access to Online Resources

Companion Resources  
Also Available

   Reader’s Notebook

   Fountas & Pinnell SELECT

   Fountas & Pinnell Choice 
Libraries

780325 0985869

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-09858-6

www.fountasandpinnel l .com
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Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing all of 
the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts to create a 
complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of literacy education. 
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 KINDERGARTEN CARD

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

front

Title Little Ducks Go

Grade Kindergarten

Author/
Illustrator Emily Arnold McCully

Genre Fiction

Message(s) It is rewarding to be kind and helpful toward 
others. The human world can be dangerous 
for animals.

Book Talk
Little Ducks Go by Emily Arnold McCully is a story about a mother duck who is trying 
to get her new baby ducks safely from their nest in the woods to a pond. On their way, 
the baby ducks fall through a grate into the sewer! I wonder how Mama Duck is going 
to save her baby ducks? The back of the book says this story is based on a true story, 
which means it happened in real life. What a fun adventure story!

Summary
This story begins and ends in wordless illustrations on the endpapers. After hatching 
from their eggs in a nest in the woods, a mother duck guides her ducklings through 
dangerous city streets in search of a permanent home. On their way, the ducklings fall 
down a sewer drain and are swept along the sewer pipes. The mother and ducklings 
call out to each other as Mother duck chases her babies from sewer grate to sewer 
grate. Luckily, several humans stop to help. A boy stops traffic as Mother duck crosses 
the road. Then a man opens a manhole cover and scoops up the ducklings with a net. 
Finally, a child helps return the mother duck and her ducklings to a pond—the ducks’ 
natural habitat and home.

Focus on Themes and Ideas
The theme of this story is a mother’s love for her babies. In this story, Mother puts 
her own life at risk to save her ducklings. Encourage children to talk about what  
the mother duck does to help her ducklings. Ask them to share their thoughts on 
how she is feeling at different points in the story and how they might feel in a 
similar situation.

FPC_IR_K_B1_PPDF_LittleDucksGo_5079.indd   1 8/17/2017   5:44:30 PM

A CLOSER LOOK Independent Reading CONFERRING CARD     

Enhance conferences by reading 
the Summary, which provides a 
quick refresher of the book’s plot 
or critical information.  

Focus on a key characteristic 
of the text as you discuss the 
book with a reader.  

Showcase the books in the 
classroom library with the 
Book Talk that provides a 
brief introduction (a teaser of 
sorts) to the book. 

Familiarize yourself with the 
at-a-glance information on each 
title as well as the Message(s) to 
reinforce or convey the main or 
“big ideas” of the text.  
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KINDERGARTEN CONFERRING CARD

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

back

If children liked this 
book, they might enjoy 
these books about 
helping others found  
in the Independent 
Reading Collection:

Conferring Prompts
Have a brief conversation to check in on the child’s enjoyment and understanding 
of the book, and to answer any questions. Some of the following prompts may be 
helpful depending on where the child is in reading the book. Sample and support 
the child’s oral reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ Is this story like any other stories you know? How is it the same or different?

■■ Would you recommend Little Ducks Go to a friend? Why or why not?

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Talk about what happens to the ducklings in this story.

■■ What is the problem in the story? How does Mother Duck try to solve the problem?

Thinking Beyond the Text
◆ How would you describe Mother Duck? What is she like?
◆ Where does the child bring the ducks at the end of the story?

Thinking About the Text
■■ Could this story take place in real life? How do you know?

■■  The back of this book says it is “based on a true story.” Do you think this makes the
story better? Why?

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from the following prompts to engage children in sharing their 
thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Draw a picture of the duck family. You can label your drawing or write something
about your picture.

 Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ What do you think the ducks will do next? Draw a picture to go with your writing.

Thinking About the Text
■■ Think of a new title for this book. Draw a new book cover to go with your title.

FPC_IR_K_B1_PPDF_LittleDucksGo_5079.indd   2 8/17/2017   5:44:30 PM

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

Guide your conversation 
with readers with 
Conferring Prompts to 
support and extend the 
child’s thinking. 

Encourage children to 
expand their thinking 
about the book through 
writing or drawing. Choose 
or modify a Writing About 
Reading Prompt that 
would best support and 
extend a child’s under-
standing of the text.

Point children to similar 
books in the classroom 
library and encourage 
more independent 
reading. 
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 GRADE 1 CARD

A CLOSER LOOK

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Talk
Have you read any Elephant and Piggie stories? This one is funny, like the others. Gerald 
the elephant and Piggie are playing catch when a snake asks if it can play with them. 
They say OK, but there’s a problem: snakes don’t have arms. Wait until you see the 
solution they come up with!

Summary
In this story, best friends Gerald the elephant and Piggie are about to play catch when a 
snake appears and asks, “Can I play too?” Elephant and Piggie awkwardly explain that 
one needs arms for playing catch and that that the snake doesn’t have arms. The snake 
feigns surprise at his lack of arms, revealing a sense of humor that Gerald and Piggie 
appreciate, and they accept the snake for who it is. They attempt a game of catch, but 
the ball hits the snake in the head over and over with a BONK! Determined to include 
their new friend, Piggie has an idea (represented by a compact fluorescent lightbulb 
above her head). The solution, which to everyone’s delight, is to use the snake as a ball.

Focus on Themes and Ideas 
The main themes in this story are friendship, acceptance, and perseverance. Gerald and 
Piggie accept the snake as a friend, despite its lack of arms. The snake is willing to try 
playing catch, even though it doesn’t know if it will succeed. And Gerald and Piggie show 
sympathy in their repeated attempts to solve the problem. Ask children to point out 
pages that support these themes.

Title Can I Play Too? (Elephant and Piggie)

Grade 1

Author/
Illustrator Mo Willems

Genre Fiction/Animal Fantasy

Message(s) Friends are not always alike. Accept 
others for who they are. Sometimes the 
best solution to a problem is the easiest 
solution.

FPC_IR_G1_B2_PPDF_CanIPlayToo_5186.indd   1 8/17/2017   11:24:44 AM

Independent Reading CONFERRING CARD     
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GRADE 1 CONFERRING CARD

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

If children liked this book, 
they might enjoy these  
books about playing  
found in the Independent 
Reading Collection:

Conferring Prompts
Have a brief conversation to check in on the child’s enjoyment and understanding of 
the book, and to answer any questions. Some of the following prompts may be helpful 
depending on where the child is in reading the book. Sample and support the child’s oral 
reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ What about this book made you laugh?

■■ Would you like to read more Elephant and Piggie books? Why?

Thinking Within the Text 
■■ What is the problem in this story?

■■ Let’s talk about how the characters solve the problem.

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ How do you know the characters are friends?

■■ What is the author trying to say about friendship?

Thinking About the Text 
■■ Talk about the print features (speech bubbles, special fonts, sound effects). What do
you learn from these features?

■■ How do the illustrations help you understand how the characters are feeling?

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from the following prompts to engage children in sharing their 
thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Write one or two sentences that tell the important things that happen in the story.
You can draw a picture.

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ Draw three pictures that show how the snake feels at the beginning, the middle,
and at the end of the story. Write something about each picture.

Thinking About the Text 
■■ Write about what seemed funny to you in this story.

FPC_IR_G1_B2_PPDF_CanIPlayToo_5186.indd   2 8/17/2017   11:24:45 AM
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 KINDERGARTEN CARD GRADE 2 CARD

A CLOSER LOOK

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Talk
Have you ever seen a seal in real life? This book has gorgeous illustrations and 
fascinating facts about seals. Did you know that seals can close their throats so they 
don’t swallow too much water when they’re eating underwater? And just look at these 
illustrations. Don’t they almost look like photographs? If you like learning about animals, 
I bet you’ll enjoy this book.

Summary
This narrative story of a gray seal out looking for food is interspersed with animal 
facts (in smaller type) and illustrated with accurate, detailed, and wondrously playful 
illustrations. Readers learn how seals move on land and in water, and how they find and 
catch food, as well as many other facts. The book includes a diagram of seal types on 
the endpapers, an introduction to wild seals on the copyright page, and an index.

Focus on Text Structure
The two types of text running through the book are what make its structure special. 
Point out to readers that the main narrative follows Seal as he searches for, catches, 
and eats food in his ocean home. Prompt children to talk about what the smaller text 
does. (gives additional facts) Have children talk about ways this book can be read. Can 
someone read the big text alone? What about jumping around and reading all the facts 
in little text? Invite children to talk about why they think the author wrote the book this 
way and give their opinion of the structure.

Title See What a Seal Can Do

Grade 2

Author Chris Butterworth

Illustrator Kate Nelms

Genre Nonfiction/Narrative

Message(s) The natural world is full of wondrous and 
fascinating creatures. Animals have a 
variety of characteristics that make them 
uniquely adapted to their specific habitats.

FPC_IR_G2_B1_PPDF_SeeWhatASealCanDo_5425.indd   1 8/17/2017   12:33:51 PM

Independent Reading CONFERRING CARD     
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GRADE 2 CONFERRING CARD

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

If children liked this book, 
they might enjoy these 
 books about water animals 
found in the Independent  
Reading Collection:

Conferring Prompts
Have a brief conversation to check in on the child’s enjoyment and understanding of 
the book, and to answer any questions. Some of the following prompts may be helpful 
depending on where the child is in reading the book. Sample and support the child’s oral 
reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ I see you chose a nonfiction book about animals. What do you like about these
kinds of books?

■■ What did you think about this book? Did you make a good choice? Talk about that.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Talk about some facts you learned from this book. Which was the most interesting
or surprising?

■■ What does Seal do in this book? Talk about how he finds food.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ What information about seals do you think is missing or could be added to
this book?

■■ How do you think the author feels about seals? How do you know?

Thinking About the Text
■■ Do you think it was a good choice to use illustrations instead of photographs? Why
do you think that?

■■ The seal facts are in a different size from the other words in the story. Was that a
good idea? Talk about why you think the author did that.

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from the following prompts to engage children in sharing their 
thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Write about how Seal hunts for food. Draw a picture to go with your writing.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ Write about why it is important to learn about seals.

Thinking About the Text
■■ Write a letter to your teacher. Tell what makes the illustrations so good.

FPC_IR_G2_B1_PPDF_SeeWhatASealCanDo_5425.indd   2 8/17/2017   12:33:51 PM
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 KINDERGARTEN CARD GRADE 3 CARD

A CLOSER LOOK

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Talk
Marvin is sad and bored when his best friend—a boy named James—goes to the beach for a week 
without him. “Go play with your cousin, Elaine,” his Mama says. But Elaine and Marvin get into big 
trouble when they crawl into an electric pencil sharpener. A pencil sharpener? Oh, didn’t you know? 
Marvin’s a beetle! This is the first book in the Masterpiece Adventure series featuring the great 
friendship between Marvin and James.

Summary
Marvin the beetle is sad because his best friend—a boy named James—is going to the beach for a 
week without him. He helps James pack and then mopes in his home under the sink. Finally, Marvin 
agrees to his mother’s suggestion that he play with his adventurous cousin Elaine. The two beetles 
crawl into an electric pencil sharpener in the study of Mr. Pompaday, James’ father. They have fun 
diving into the pencil shavings, until Mr. Pompaday comes in to sharpen some pencils. When he 
gets a phone call and leaves the room, a pencil remains in the sharpener, blocking the beetles’ exit. 
Elaine panics, but Marvin persuades her to help him chew away enough of the pencil to squeeze 
through the hole and escape. Back under the sink, Marvin worries that James might have found a 
new best friend while he’s been away and doesn’t miss Marvin. Comforted by his mother, Marvin 
draws a picture of the beach and gives it to James when he comes home. James gives Marvin a shell 
and the two reaffirm their friendship.

Focus on Themes and Ideas
Point out that the big idea in this book is friendship. Ask why Marvin is sad. Lead the student to 
understand that Marvin is sad, at first, because he misses James and, later, because he fears James 
will have a good time without him or not even miss him while they are apart. Talk with the student 
about what Marvin—and the student—learns about friendship. (Good friendships last even when the 
friends are apart. You can miss someone and still have fun.)

Title The Miniature World of Marvin & James 
[The Masterpiece Adventures]

Grade 3

Author Elise Broach

Illustrator Kelly Murphy

Genre Fiction/Animal Fantasy

Message(s) A good friendship lasts even when 
the friends are apart. You can miss a 
friend, but still have fun on your own. 
Persistence and creative thinking can 
help you solve a problem.

FPC_IR_G3_B10_2pp_MiniatureWorldMarvinJames.indd   1 2/22/2018   3:22:18 PM

Independent Reading CONFERRING CARD     
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GRADE 3 CONFERRING CARD

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

The student might also  
enjoy these books about  
getting into trouble  
found in the Independent 
Reading Collection.

Conferring Prompts
Have a brief conversation to check in on the student’s enjoyment and understanding of the book, 
and to answer any questions. You may want to select from the following prompts depending on 
where the student is in reading the book. Sample and support the student’s oral reading and 
discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ I think the title of this book is very interesting. What did you think the book would be about?
Were you right?
■■ This is an animal fantasy. Do you like to read stories that have animal characters who act
like people?

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Marvin’s cousin Elaine likes adventures. How do she and Marvin get into trouble?
■■ What happens at the end of the story? Talk about the ending.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ James and Marvin are best friends. What does being “best friends” mean to you?
■■ Marvin and Elaine act very differently when they are trapped in the pencil sharpener. Talk 
about what you learn about each of them from this.

Thinking About the Text
■■ In an animal fantasy like this story, the animal characters act a lot like people. Show me some
places in the book where author Elise Broach makes Marvin act and feel like a human.
■■ Marvin is very small compared to James. Take me to some illustrations where illustrator Kelly 
Murphy shows how tiny Marvin is, and let’s talk about that.

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from these prompts to engage the student in sharing responses to the 
book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ At the beginning of the story, Marvin helps James pack even though he doesn’t want James to
leave. Write about how he does this.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ You can tell that Mama loves and cares for Marvin, can’t you? Write a few sentences about
how she acts like a human mother.

Thinking About the Text
■■ Marvin has two problems to solve in this book. Write about each of these problems and how 
the author solves them both.

FPC_IR_G3_B10_2pp_MiniatureWorldMarvinJames.indd   2 2/22/2018   3:22:18 PM
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 KINDERGARTEN CARD GRADE 4 CARD

A CLOSER LOOK

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Book Talk
If you start naming animals that few people like, the rat may be near the top of the list. It’s true 
that rats can spread disease, steal food, and even bite babies. But rats are also smart, social, 
and incredibly adaptable. What’s more, they are everywhere. They’ve been living with people for 
thousands of years. Read this book to learn some surprising things about these clever animals.

Summary
Oh, Rats! is an entertaining natural history of rats and their long relationship with people. The 
book begins with the author’s first frightening childhood encounter with a rat and then surveys 
the very large family of rodents, which makes up more than a third of all mammals. “Rats and 
Their Ratty Ways” discusses the rat’s history, adaptability, intelligence, and penchant for human 
companionship. Subsequent chapters deal with rats as pets, as pests, and as food. Later chapters 
focus on the many futile attempts people have made to exterminate rats and on rats as carriers of 
disease, including a discussion of the numerous rat-borne plague epidemics. A final chapter, “Rats 
to the Rescue,” discusses the pros and cons of using rats as lab animals and the recent success in 
using rats to detect both land mines and the presence of tuberculosis.

Focus on Content
Ask if the student has read any of the books listed under “Rats in Literature” on pages 97 and 98. 
Discuss with the student how a generally disliked creature can be a sympathetic character—even a 
hero—in a story. Point out the author’s information regarding rats as both heroes and villains. Invite 
the student to tell some of the positive attributes of rats presented in the book. Ask the student if 
his opinion about rats has been changed by reading this book.

Title Oh, Rats! The Story of Rats and People

Grade 4

Author Albert Marrin

Illustrator C. B. Mordan

Genre Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s) Animals, like people, can learn and adapt 
to survive. The more you learn about 
something, the less scary it might become. 
There is incredible diversity in nature.

FPC_IR_G4_B7_PPDF_OhRats_5824.indd   1 6/26/2018   9:05:08 AM

Independent Reading CONFERRING CARD     
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GRADE 4 CONFERRING CARD

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

The student might also  
enjoy these books about 
small creatures found  
in the Independent  
Reading Collection.

Conferring Prompts
Have a brief conversation to check in on the student’s enjoyment and understanding of the book, 
and to answer any questions. You may want to select from the following prompts depending on 
where the student is in reading the book. Sample and support the student’s oral reading and 
discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ This is a book about an animal that isn’t very popular. Are you interested in rats or other 
creepy-crawly animals?
■■ Do you often choose nonfiction books? What do you like about them?

Thinking Within the Text 
■■ People have been trying to get rid of rats for thousands of years, but they are still everywhere. 
What makes rats so good at surviving?
■■ The author says, “Rats help us in many ways.” Talk about some of these ways.

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ What did you think about rats before you read this book? How do you feel about them now?
■■ On page 52, the author says that rats might solve the problem of world hunger. What does he 
mean? What do you think about that?

Thinking About the Text 
■■ Do you get the feeling that author Albert Marrin has a strong opinion about rats? What do you 
think his purpose was in writing this book?
■■ The illustrations in this book are a type called woodcuts, which is a very old way to print 
pictures. What do you think about them and how they connect with the information?

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from these prompts to engage the student in sharing responses to the 
book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Think about the positive and not-so-great things you’ve learned about rats. Write some 
sentences about some good things and also some bad things that you learned.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ Some people feel strongly that scientists should not use animals for testing. What do you 
think about using rats and other animals for research? Write your opinion, using information 
from this book.

Thinking About the Text
■■ The back cover of this book uses three words to describe it: revolting, revealing, and riveting. 
(Note: riveting means “extremely interesting.”) Write your thoughts about whether these 
words accurately describe Oh, Rats! 

IR
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 KINDERGARTEN CARDGRADE 5 CARD

A CLOSER LOOK Independent Reading CONFERRING CARD     

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Book Talk
It was a grisly scene when they unearthed her body from the bog. The victim—stabbed, then 
strangled with her own belt—was only sixteen years old—a red-haired girl with a slightly curved 
spine. Why had she been killed? Investigators may never find out, because her death happened 
2,000 years ago. Bodies from the Bog presents this mystery and others that the damp earth has 
yielded up, thousands of years after it hid them.

Summary
Bodies from the Bog discusses the discovery of mummified human remains in the peat wetlands 
of northern Europe. Chapter 1, “A Body from the Bog,” describes the unearthing and examination in 
Denmark of Grauballe Man in 1952. “A Bundle of Bog Bodies” surveys the history of well-preserved 
bodies dug up over the centuries. “The Life of a Bog” describes how peat and sphagnum moss help 
to preserve human bodies. “Magic Cauldrons and More” discusses the artifacts—bowls, jewelry, 
weapons, even entire wagons—discovered in bogs. “The Puzzle of the Bog Bodies” examines research 
into causes of death (often violent) and reasons (sacrifice, punishment, or superstition) of those found 
in bogs. In “A Final Death” the author observes that vanishing bogs and mechanized peat cutting 
make more such discoveries unlikely. Sources and an index follow the main body of the book.

Focus on Content
Radiocarbon dating, first referred on page 3, is the principal means of determining the age of 
mummified human remains. Explain that this procedure, developed in the 1940s, measures 
the amount of carbon-14 in organic material. Carbon-14 is radioactive and decays over time 
at a predictable rate. Therefore, the less carbon-14 is present in a bog mummy, the older it is. 
Tell students that because of radiocarbon dating, the age of organic remains can be accurately 
determined up to around 50,000 years. Discuss how this information helps the student assess the 
validity of the author’s claims.

Title Bodies from the Bog

Grade 5

Author James M. Deem

Photographers Various

Genre Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s) Science can help unlock secrets from 
the past. For ancient people, life was 
often brief and harsh. Buried treasure 
sometimes takes unexpected forms.
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GRADE 5 CONFERRING CARD

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Conferring Prompts
You may want to select from the prompts below to check in on the student’s enjoyment and 
understanding of the book, and to answer any questions. Sample and support the student’s oral 
reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook, if appropriate.

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ What is a bog, and why would there be bodies in one? Talk about what you think this book is
going to be about.
■■ Have you ever heard the phrase “mummified remains”? What do you suppose that means?
Does it have anything to do with Egyptian mummies?

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Talk about the picture opposite the title page. What happened to this man? Why is his skin
this color?
■■ What’s special about bogs in northern Europe? Talk about why people have been finding bodies
in them and about what they’ve done with these bodies.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ Many of the bog bodies are in museums. What makes it okay to put corpses on display? Maybe
you think it’s not okay. Talk about why.
■■ From what you learned about the bog bodies, what would you say society was like when these
people were alive? Talk about the clues in the book that help you imagine that society.

Thinking About the Text
■■ Some people might find the images in this book disturbing. How do you feel about them? Is the
author trying to scare you? Talk about that.
■■ Choose one of the photographs that you found particularly striking or interesting. What struck 
you about it?

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from these prompts to engage the student in sharing written responses to 
the book in the Reader’s Notebook. Alternatively, invite the student to respond to anything he or 
she chooses by doing a short write in the Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text
■■ Write a description, based on this book, of how a person living 2,000 years ago might become
a mummy in a museum today.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ Scientists studying bog bodies have a lot in common with modern crime-scene investigators.
Write about how their jobs are similar. Back up your ideas with information from the book.

Thinking About the Text
■■ Is Bodies from the Bog for everybody? Write about who would be interested in the book and
who might not like it. Give examples from the book to support your ideas.

IR
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The student might  
also enjoy these books 
about history found in  
the Independent  
Reading Collection.
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 KINDERGARTEN CARDGRADE 6 CARD

A CLOSER LOOK Independent Reading CONFERRING CARD     

Independent Reading
Conferring Card

© 2020 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. All rights reserved.

Book Talk 
Can you imagine a rope of spider silk just an inch thick being strong enough to stop a jumbo jet in 
mid-flight? Well, believe it! Spider silk is stronger than steel—even stronger than Kevlar, the material 
used in bulletproof vests. Because spider silk is so tough, scientists are trying to find new ways to 
produce it. In this book, you’ll meet Randy Lewis (a scientist and real-life Spider Man), you’ll come 
face to face with golden orb weaver spiders, and you’ll find out how even goats are helping to 
create spider silk.

Summary
In Stronger Than Steel, readers enter Randy Lewis’s lab to learn about golden orb weaver spiders, 
transgenic alfalfa, silkworm silk, and goats, whose milk contains the proteins to spin spider silk—
and a nearly indestructible fiber. Accessible text and full-color photos convey how this amazing 
material might someday be used to repair or replace human ligaments and bones, improve body 
armor, strengthen parachute rope, and even tether an airplane to an aircraft carrier. The reader 
explores rapid advancements in the application of genetic medicine and their potential to save 
and improve lives, all through the lens of Dr. Randy Lewis’s scientific research. Photos and print 
introduce the reader to some of the different contributors to the study, including other scientists, 
farmers, and the goats and spiders themselves. Chapters and sidebars include information on the 
history of spider silk, the scientific process, and the possibilities for future application, as well as a 
review of some of the ethical concerns relating to genetic research.

Focus on Book and Print Features
This book features many close-up color photographs showing the scientific aspects of the topic, 
such as enlarged images of a spider’s seta (hair), silkworm eggs, and silkworm cocoons. These 
photos also illustrate the various processes in the lab and on the farm, from both a scientific 
perspective and a human perspective—helping the reader to understand the science behind the 
theory, but also the people and animals who make the work possible. Turn to pages 20–21 and ask 
the student to talk about how getting to know the animals and the people behind the research 
via the photographs helps to make the book more engaging. Talk about how the book would be 
different if the student didn’t see the people and animals involved in the lab and on the farm. 

Title Stronger Than Steel

Grade 6

Author Bridget Heos

Photographer Andy Comins

Genre Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s) Good ideas can come from unexpected 
places. Scientific discoveries can change 
our world for the better.
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YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.
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Conferring Prompts
You may want to select from the following prompts below to check in on the student’s enjoyment  
and understanding of the book, and to answer any questions. Sample and support the student’s  
oral reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate.

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ Have you read any other books in this “Scientists in the Field” series? Would you like to? Why or 
why not?
■■ Did a particular photo in the book get your attention? What was it about that photo that you 
found interesting?

Thinking Within the Text 
■■ Describe what makes spider silk so important to these scientists. Why is spider silk so unique 
and valuable?
■■ Talk about the transgenic goats at the University of Wyoming. What makes these non-spiders 
so important in making spider-silk protein? 

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ The summary on the back of this book refers to Dr. Randy Lewis as “a superhero.” Do you agree 
that Dr. Lewis is a hero? Talk about why you think that. 
■■ Some people have concerns about transgenic plants and animals. Let’s talk about some of 
these concerns and whether you think the benefits outweigh the potential problems.

Thinking About the Text 
■■ The author included information and photographs covering some of the researchers and 
scientists outside of work, doing things like fishing or playing with their children. Why do you 
think she included these?
■■ This book has a subtitle: Spider Silk DNA and the Quest for Better Bulletproof Vests, Sutures, and 
Parachute Rope. Talk about how this subtitle gives a good overview—or not—of the book’s content.

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from these prompts to engage the student in sharing written responses to 
the book in the Reader’s Notebook. Alternatively, invite the student to respond to anything he or 
she chooses by doing a short write in the Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text  
■■ On pages 71–73, some of the scientists on this project talk about the spider-silk products they’re 
most excited about. Write about the one you think is most exciting and give reasons to support 
your choice.

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ Reread the “Be a Part of the Discussion” sidebar on page 59. Choose one of the questions to 
write about. Use details from the book to support your thinking.

Thinking About the Text  
■■ Write a book recommendation for Stronger Than Steel. In your recommendation, tell how the 
author makes the topic interesting to read about.

IR
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Deadly!
The student might also  
enjoy these books about 
science and technology 
found in the Independent 
Reading Collection.
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 KINDERGARTEN CARD GRADE 1 CARD

A CLOSER LOOK Independent Reading GENRE-BASED PROMPTING CARD     

Independent Reading
Conferring Card: Nonfiction Texts

Grade 1

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Conferring About Nonfiction Texts
At the first grade level, most nonfiction texts focus on a single topic, 
usually with one idea or example per page. Topics and ideas are familiar, 
authentic, and relevant to children’s lives, with some topics that may go 
beyond children’s immediate experiences. Nonfiction texts for children 
at this age usually include simple expository texts, simple narrative 
nonfiction and biography, personal memory stories, procedural texts, and 
simple persuasive texts.

Some general prompts to use during a brief reading conference are 
suggested below. You can select from these points when conferring about 
any nonfiction text. Selection will depend on how much of the book has 
been read. When conferring with children about a nonfiction text, you 
might discuss topic, big ideas, author’s purpose, style and language, text 
structure, illustrations,` and other graphic features. The goal is to check in 
on the child’s enjoyment and understanding of the book, and to answer 
any questions.

Thinking Within The Text
■■ Why did you choose to read about __________ ?

■■ What have you learned so far about __________ ?

■■ What are the most important things the writer tells about _________ ?

■■ What did you learn (or are you learning) from the illustrations? Let’s look
at some examples.

Thinking Beyond the Text
■■ What do you already know about ________ ?

■■ What does this book make you think about?

■■ How does this book compare to other books you’ve read on this topic (or
books like this)?

■■ Why is the information you are learning in this book important?

Thinking About the Text
■■ What did the author do to make the information in this book interesting?
Let’s look at an example.

■■ What do you think is the most interesting information in this book? Why?

■■ Does the author have a message or big idea? What do you think it is?

front
FPC_IR_G1_Gen-CC_PPDF_NonFiction_5157.indd   1 6/30/2017   10:04:54 AM

Each grade level includes Genre-based prompting cards to 
help make explicit teaching points in regard to a specific 
genre found within the Independent Reading Collection. 
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GRADE 1 GENRE-BASED CARD

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

back

Developing a Shared Language for Talking About Texts

If children talk about texts every day, they build a shared language that 
gradually grows more complex. This kind of vocabulary is called academic 
language. Acquiring language to talk about books is a cumulative process. 
Below are some terms related to nonfiction texts that children in first 
grade can begin to understand and use.

■■ Title

■■ Author

■■ Illustrator

■■ Illustration

■■ Photograph

■■ Label

■■ Acknowledgments

■■ Chapter

■■ Table of contents

■■ Section

■■ Heading

■■ Drawing

■■ Caption

■■ Map

■■ Front cover

■■ Back cover

■■ Beginning

■■ Ending

■■ Problem

■■ Solution

■■ Question and answer

■■ Information

■■ Topic

■■ Nonfiction

■■ Informational
book

■■ Factual book

■■ Biography

■■ How-to book

■■ Picture book

■■ ABC book

 
© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
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Help children develop 
their use of academic 
language in regards to 
a particular genre.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO 

THE FUTURE OF LITERACY EDUCATION       

  

FROM THE CREATORS OF THE F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

EXPLORE BY CONTEXT
Context Samplers contain samples of 
a context’s teaching materials across 
PreK-6, providing an in-depth look at the 
development of literacy instruction for 
that context.

• Interactive Read-Aloud

• Shared Reading

• Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study

• Reading Minilessons

• Guided Reading

• Book Clubs

• Independent Reading

• Professional Learning Tools

EXPLORE BY GRADE
Grade-Level Samplers include examples of 
teaching resources from each context, as well 
as sample books form FPC’s authentic Guided 
Reading and Shared Reading Collections.

Available for grades PreK–6, each Grade-Level 
Sampler is located in the Resource Library. 

SEE MORE ONLINE

http://fp.pub/FPC_ContextSamples
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Students become readers by reading lots of books. Nurture 
independent readers with a classroom library filled with books 
students can’t resist: exciting books to stir their imagination; 
beautifully crafted books to enhance their language and 
knowledge of story; diverse books to expand their life experiences 
and knowledge of the world; and captivating books with topics 
that spark meaningful conversation.

How to Support Independent Readers

CREATE A 
CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY

• Create a well-organized classroom library that includes a variety of 
genres—ones that reflect a wide range of interests and levels of difficulty 
(not labeled by level but rather by topic, author, series, type, etc.) 

GIVE EACH 
STUDENT A 
PERSONAL 
SPACE

• Identify a personal place for each student to keep his book of choice and 
a Reader’s Notebook, as well as other independent learning tools.

INTRODUCE THE 
CLASSROOM 
LIBRARY

• Introduce the classroom library to students during a whole-group 
minilesson that is designed to create excitement about the library.

TEACH HOW TO 
CHOOSE

• Teach students to explore a book and decide whether this is a good 
book to read now or whether it should be saved for a future read.

ADD NEW BOOKS
• Continue to expand and grow the classroom library over time, and 

introduce students to new books.

USE READER’S 
NOTEBOOKS

• Teach students to capture and record their thinking, reflections, and 
responses to their reading using a Reader’s Notebook.

Encourage sustained reading 
by providing books they can 
independently choose; and 
provide choices they can 
read with success.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ develops independent readers 
who read more by choice. 

 

SUPPORT STUDENT CHOICE 
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Additional Resources for Independent Reading and Reflection

READER’S NOTEBOOKS
Designed to encourage reflection, 
inquiry, critical thinking, and 
dialogue about reading, the 
Reader’s Notebook helps students 
account for what they read 
through writing and drawing as 
they explore and convey their 
understanding and thinking.

FOUNTAS & PINNELL SELECT 
COLLECTIONS AND GENRE SETS
Curated from the popular PM 
Readers, these collections have 
been hand-selected and organized 
by literacy leaders, Irene C. Fountas 
and Gay Su Pinnell. Each collection 
offers high-quality, high-interest 
books in a range of genres and 
topics to help students develop 
the ability to read increasingly 
challenging texts independently.

• Available in single and 6-copy 
sets for independent or guided 
reading

FOUNTAS & PINNELL 
CHOICE LIBRARIES
Rev up motivation for independent 
reading with the power of choice. 
The Fountas & Pinnell Choice 
Libraries and companion Guide 
to Independent Reading are for 
teachers looking to increase 
students daily opportunity to 
read books they have selected 
themselves.

Colorful, durable 
tubs included.

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ makes it easy to build classroom libraries filled with the 
best choices for young readers. Expand and extend student choice and reflection 
with titles from the following collections and tools.

Companion resources also available

A powerful tool for students to: 

• Reflect on texts

• Record books read

• Reference tabbed pages to 
guide reflection

• Identify reading interests

• Engage in written dialogue with 
the teacher

• Record their thinking

Grade 2 150 Books

Grade 3 150 Books

Grade 4 150 Books

Grade 5 250 Books

Grade 6+ 250 Books
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Instructional      
Context

Pre- 
Kindergarten Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

 
GUIDED 

READING

	z200 original titles: levels A–H  
(6 copies each) 

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 original titles: levels A–M  
(6 copies each) 

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 original titles: levels E–P  
(6 copies each) 

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 original titles: levels I-S  
(6 copies each)      

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

INTERACTIVE 
READ-ALOUD

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles 

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles 

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles 

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

READING 
MINILESSONS

	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Kindergarten  	z The Reading Minilessons Book,  
Grade 1 

	z The Reading Minilessons Book,  
Grade 2 

	z The Reading Minilessons Book,  
Grade 3 

SHARED 
READING

	z30 original titles (Big books 
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z30 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry 
Charts, PreK

	z65 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z65 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry Charts, Kindergarten

	z65 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z65 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry Charts, Grade 1

	z30 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z30 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry Charts, Grade 2

	z 10 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets)

	z 10 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

PHONICS, 
SPELLING, 

WORD STUDY

	z Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling,  
and Word Study System, Kindergarten

	z Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling,  
and Word Study System, Grade 1

	z Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling,  
and Word Study System, Grade 2

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, 
Spelling, and Vocabulary System, Grade 3

INDEPENDENT 
READING

	z 150 trade titles 

	z 150 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 150 trade titles 

	z 150 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 150 trade titles 

	z 150 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

BOOK CLUBS
	z32 trade titles (6 copies each) 

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z32 trade titles (6 copies each) 

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z32 trade titles (6 copies each) 

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z32 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING 

TOOLS

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	z Literacy Beginnings

	z FPC System Guide, PreK

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Kindergarten

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 1

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 2

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed.

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader's Notebooks

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 3

GRADES PreK–3

Plan Your 
Purchase 
OF THE  
FOUNTAS & PINNELL  
CLASSROOM™ 
SYSTEM

While the benefits of the 
whole are inherent in 
each of the parts, Fountas 
& Pinnell Classroom™ is 
designed as a coherent 
system. Each context 
plays an essential role that 
contributes in different 
ways to every student’s 
development as a reader, 
writer, and language user. 

Digital  
Components

ONLINE RESOURCES
• Lessons, Cards, Recording 

Forms, and other resources

AUDIO BOOKS
• Shared Reading titles

ASSESSMENT TOOLS
• Online Data Management 

System

• Reading Record App for iPad®

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 
TOOLS
• Professional Development 

Video Library

• Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ 
Community

DIGITAL EDITIONS
• The Literacy Continuum

• Prompting Guides

• Literacy Beginnings

AVAILABLE

IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
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Instructional      
Context

Pre- 
Kindergarten Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

 
GUIDED 

READING

	z200 original titles: levels A–H  
(6 copies each) 

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 original titles: levels A–M  
(6 copies each) 

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 original titles: levels E–P  
(6 copies each) 

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 original titles: levels I-S  
(6 copies each)      

	z200 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

INTERACTIVE 
READ-ALOUD

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles 

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles 

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles 

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

READING 
MINILESSONS

	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Kindergarten  	z The Reading Minilessons Book,  
Grade 1 

	z The Reading Minilessons Book,  
Grade 2 

	z The Reading Minilessons Book,  
Grade 3 

SHARED 
READING

	z30 original titles (Big books 
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z30 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry 
Charts, PreK

	z65 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z65 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry Charts, Kindergarten

	z65 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z65 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry Charts, Grade 1

	z30 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets) 

	z30 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	zWords That Sing Poetry Charts, Grade 2

	z 10 original titles (Big books  
with 6-copy small book sets)

	z 10 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

PHONICS, 
SPELLING, 

WORD STUDY

	z Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling,  
and Word Study System, Kindergarten

	z Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling,  
and Word Study System, Grade 1

	z Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling,  
and Word Study System, Grade 2

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, 
Spelling, and Vocabulary System, Grade 3

INDEPENDENT 
READING

	z 150 trade titles 

	z 150 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 150 trade titles 

	z 150 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 150 trade titles 

	z 150 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

BOOK CLUBS
	z32 trade titles (6 copies each) 

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z32 trade titles (6 copies each) 

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z32 trade titles (6 copies each) 

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z32 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z32 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING 

TOOLS

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	z Literacy Beginnings

	z FPC System Guide, PreK

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Kindergarten

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 1

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 2

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed.

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader's Notebooks

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 3
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Instructional Context Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

GUIDED  
READING

	z 180 original titles: levels N-V (6 copies each)      

	z 180 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 170 original titles: levels Q-Z (6 copies each)      

	z 170 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 150 original titles: levels T-Z (6 copies each)      

	z 150 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

INTERACTIVE 
READ-ALOUD

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

READING  
MINILESSONS

	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4  	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 5  	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 6  

SHARED READING 	zOnline Resources 

	zSpecific enlarged text opportunities for shared and performance  
reading in IRA, GR and BC lessons 

	zOnline Resources 

	zSpecific enlarged text opportunities for shared and  
performance reading in IRA, GR and BC lessons 

	zOnline Resources 

	zSpecific enlarged text opportunities for shared and 
performance reading in IRA, GR and BC lessons 

PHONICS,  
SPELLING, WORD 

STUDY

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, Spelling, and Vocabulary  
System,  Grade 4

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, Spelling, and  
Vocabulary System, Grade 5

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, Spelling, and  
Vocabulary System, Grade 6

INDEPENDENT 
READING

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

BOOK CLUBS

	z48 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z48 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z48 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z48 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z48 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z48 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING TOOLS

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed.

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader's Notebooks

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 4

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed.

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader's Notebooks

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 5

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 6

Digital  
Components

ONLINE RESOURCES
• Lessons, Cards, Recording 

Forms, and other resources

ASSESSMENT TOOLS
• Online Data Management 

System

• Reading Record App for iPad®

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING 
TOOLS
• Professional Development 

Video Library

• Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ 
Community

DIGITAL EDITIONS
• The Literacy Continuum

• Prompting Guides

All of the instructional 
contexts of Fountas & 
Pinnell Classroom™  fit 
together in a coherent 
way and offer students 
multiple opportunities to 
access complex, age-
appropriate texts; and 
engage in powerful small-
group, whole-group, and 
independent reading that 
propels their learning.

Plan Your 
Purchase 
OF THE  
FOUNTAS & PINNELL  
CLASSROOM™ 
SYSTEM

YOUR CLASSROOM. THEIR LITERATE LIFE.

GRADES 4–6

Pre-publication data subject to change.

IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
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Instructional Context Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

GUIDED  
READING

	z 180 original titles: levels N-V (6 copies each)      

	z 180 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 170 original titles: levels Q-Z (6 copies each)      

	z 170 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 150 original titles: levels T-Z (6 copies each)      

	z 150 Lesson Folders

	zContext Collection Guide

INTERACTIVE 
READ-ALOUD

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z 120 trade titles

	z 120 Lesson Folders

	z25 Inquiry Overview Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

READING  
MINILESSONS

	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 4  	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 5  	z The Reading Minilessons Book, Grade 6  

SHARED READING 	zOnline Resources 

	zSpecific enlarged text opportunities for shared and performance  
reading in IRA, GR and BC lessons 

	zOnline Resources 

	zSpecific enlarged text opportunities for shared and  
performance reading in IRA, GR and BC lessons 

	zOnline Resources 

	zSpecific enlarged text opportunities for shared and 
performance reading in IRA, GR and BC lessons 

PHONICS,  
SPELLING, WORD 

STUDY

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, Spelling, and Vocabulary  
System,  Grade 4

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, Spelling, and  
Vocabulary System, Grade 5

	z Fountas & Pinnell Word Study, Phonics, Spelling, and  
Vocabulary System, Grade 6

INDEPENDENT 
READING

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z200 trade titles

	z200 Conferring Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

BOOK CLUBS

	z48 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z48 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z48 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z48 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

	z48 trade titles (6 copies each)

	z48 Discussion Cards

	zContext Collection Guide

PROFESSIONAL 
LEARNING TOOLS

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed.

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader's Notebooks

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 4

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed.

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader's Notebooks

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 5

	z The Literacy Continuum 

	zGuided Reading, 2nd Ed. 

	zPrompting Guides 1 & 2

	zReader’s Notebooks 

	zBenchmark Assessment System, 3rd Ed. 

	z FPC System Guide, Grade 6

AVAILABLE



THE FOUNTAS & PINNELL LITERACY™ COMMUNITY

A collegial resource for every literacy educator —and membership is FREE!

Insightful blog posts, active 
discussion boards, downloadable 
resources, and daily teaching tips 
make every visit worthwhile.

Become part of a learning 
community that shares a vision of 
what literacy classrooms should 
be. Members of the Fountas & 
Pinnell Literacy™ Community receive 
exclusive access to content and 
events, such as:

n  Exclusive, members-only webinars hosted by Irene C. Fountas and 
Gay Su Pinnell

n  Daily Lit Bits to sharpen your practice and spark professional conversations

n  Consultant-led Discussion Board to build community through in-depth 
reflection and discussion

n  Instructional tools from the Resource Library to extend your expertise

n  Study Guides designed for deep exploration and understanding of Fountas and 
Pinnell professional books.

CONTINUE THE  
CONVERSATION

ONLINE

For current pricing and order information: 
Phone 800.225.5800 • Fax 877.231.6980 • fountasandpinnell.com

MK-329  12/2020 780325 1125899

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-11258-9

@FountasPinnell 
#FPLiteracy

@FountasPinnell 
#fountasandpinnell

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ 
Learning Group 
www.facebook.com/groups/
FountasPinnell/

Fountas & Pinnell Literacy™ 
@FountasandPinnell

Join for FREE at 

 fountasandpinnell.com

https://www.fountasandpinnell.com/account/register
http://heinemann.com
http://www.fountasandpinnell.com
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